


Welcome!
Dear Reader,

In the Fall of 1992, I was given the opportunity to assume the directorship of Houston Clinical Re-
search Network (HCRN). At that time, we had three staff members and three studies. Obviously, we
needed a new plan for the future. We designed and implemented such a plan with the hope that HIV re-
search opportunities in Houston would grow.

Chris Jimmerson
Director

, HCRN has grown and expanded to include fourteen staff members and fifteen active studies. I feel
very fortunate to have been a part of this expansion. There are many persons living with HIV in Hous-
ton who want and deserve the opportunity to be a part of the national research effort to find better treat-
ment options for HIVIAIDS disease. HCRN has been transformed into a credible research entity by the
staff and physicians who have made these clinical trials possible. Their efforts are truly admirable ..

In 1994, with the addition of new and talented staff, HCRN expanded its research-related services.
Program Director, Brian Bell, and Special Projects Administrator, Joel Martinez, have combined their
considerable abilities to provide research and experimental treatment information services that have
long been available in other large cities, but historically lacking in Houston. Mr. Bell and Mr. Martinez'
have also worked to expand and improve The Link, beginning with this issue. This new, expanded news-
letter will be published every four months, with interim updates as needed.

We hope you enjoy the new version of our newsletter and that you will let us know what you think.
As a community-based organization, we rely on those we serve to help us make our services responsive
and successful.

Houston Clinical Research Network
An AmF AR Community Based Clinical Trials for HIV Site

Volume 12, No.1 March 1994
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Are you
interested

?•
In • • • •

AL-721
aloe vera and acemannan

anabolic steroids
antineoplastons

antioxidants (general information)
astragalus

bitter melon (Momordica charantia)
cancell

carnivora
castanospermine

eat's claw (Uncaria tomentosa)
colloidal silver

compound Q (trichosanthin, GLQ - 223)
curcumin (tumeric)

DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone)
DNCB (dinitrochlorobenzene)

echinacea
essiac

FLV-23A
garlic

herbs (general information)
homeopathy

hypericin
immunostimulatory mushrooms (reishi,

shiitake, maitake)
levamisole

licorice (glycyrrhizin)
low-dose oral alpha interferon (Kemron,

Immunex)
malariotherapy

melanins
mistletoe (iscador)

NAC and glutathione
NUC-ZM

nutrition (general information)
ozone & oxygen therapies

PCM-4
polio vaccines

prunella vulgaris (healall)
pycnogenol

qi-gong
Resist!

reticulose
Ribaviran

Dr. Roka's treatment
shark cartilage

Siberian ginseng (eleutherococcus
sentiocosus)

solutein
spirulina (blue-green algae)

swainsonine
thioctic acid

toxic side effects of herbs
traditional oriental medicine

transfer factor
Viroxan (VX-I, VX-2)

vitamin b-12 (cyanocobalamine)
vitamin c (ascorbic acid)

vitamins (general information).

Recently Houston Clinical Research Network receivedfrom the AIDS Project
Los Angeles (APLA) information regarding alternative treatments for HIV. The
"Jon Greenberg Library of Alternative Treatments for HIV Disease" consists of
more that 2,000 pages of information. The information was compiled by Stephen
Korsia, D. v.M. in collaboration with Jon Greenberg.

To view this information contact Joel Martinez at 713/520-2012 or Brian Bell
at 713/520-2013. HCRN does not endorse or recommend the treatments included
in the materials. It is important to make the information available to those
willing to do their own research and make their own independent evaluations.
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The
BdSics

--

HIV ANATOMY. The most importClnt parte of HIV's
anatcmy are its envelope, envelope proteins, Clndgenetic
material, cCllledviral RNA. You may recognize the
envelope protein gp120 by nClme-- it is ClnimportClnt
plClyer in vaccire reeearch Together, gp120 Clndgp41 are
known ClSgp160

How HIV binds to a CD4 cell. The reaeon HIV infects
CD4 cells -- rather thsn, SClY,liver cells -- is becCluse
the gQ120 protein on HIV's enveloQe is Clmirror imClgeof
the CD4 protein on CD41s cells. They fit to each
other like puzzle lJieces, Clndgive HIV an opportunity to
invCldethe host CD4 cell.

Countdown to reproduction. In simple terms this is
how HIV uses a CD4 cell to reproduce:

1. gp120 binds to CD4:
2. HIV melts into the cell wCl11ClndreieClses its viral

RNA:
3. Viral RNA produces DNA (this is the process

that AZT, ddI ClndddC try to interrupt):
4. Cell DNA is broken ClndvirClIDNA is inserted:
5. Cell begins to reproduce. DNA is ClctivClted. Viral

copies are formed in the process.
6. VirClIcopies 11budout" of the cell to infect new

cells.
2



NEwTHEORIES
ABOUT HOW AIDS DEVELOPS

& HIV in PicturesFirst ...

,IV enters the body, attacks
CD4 cells

Virus replicates, CD4
counts drops, flu-like symp-

toms develop.

I.'~ •• •. ~.
:~~."."':. ~.. ..

...;; .

.•Ii~.
"" ill

Immunesystem fights back
:04 stimulates CD8 to mount

assault

HIVbecomes trapped in
the lymph nodes
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For many years this has been the model of how AIDS works: (1) the virus enters the
body and there is a short period of flu-like symptoms; (2) there is a latency period where
we feel well and the virus is not doing much but hiding in our blood cells; (3) about a
decade into this process the virus begins its devastation, targeting the immune cells
called "CD4's"; and (4) finally, when the virus has depleted or severely reduced the num-
ber of CD4's we become susceptible to all sorts of infections and then we die.
Maybe, maybe not.

This model has been referred to by some scientists as the "Pac-man model." We can
see why. In this model HIV is like that little creature of the video games that moves at a
fast pace and gobbles up everything in its path. Still, there have always been doubts
about how accurately it describes the progression of the disease.

This model [for AIDS] has been referred to
as the "Pac-man model. "

For instance, we know that if you took blood from an infected person and counted to
see how many blood cells were infected, only about one in every one thousand cells
would be infected. To most scientists this low rate of infection does not correlate with
the devastation that AIDS can inflict. Also, scientists now know that the virus does not
completely destroy the blood cells in the process of infection. And, of course, there are
those exceptional people we all know -- people with few CD4's walking around in appar-
ent health or people who have been HIV positive for long periods of time who still have
normal CD4 counts. And the reverse too -- people with many CD4's who are mysteri-
ously sick. And finally couples where one partner is positive and the other partner, who
clearly has been exposed to the virus, is negative. All of these scenarios have been a
mystery to scientists and there is no clear cut way to explain them under the old model
for AIDS.

Recently, some scientists have been advocating a new model of AIDS that tries to ac-
count for some of these unusual situations. This new model has been evolving slowly
and is not universally accepted by doctors and scientists. When I discussed this model
with a local AIDS specialist his reaction was simple and to the point. "Speculative," was
all he said. My point is this, just as the old model has been the subject of much criti-
cism, this new model also should not be accepted as truth until it has been scrutinized
thoroughly. Briefly stated, the new model is this: AIDS is not so much a destruction of
the immune system as it is an immune dysfunction; it is a process that not only involves
the destruction of T-cells, but also the inappropriate stimulation and improper regulation
of other immune cells and functions. To fully understand this we must know a little
about the immune system in general.



The Immune System. Generally we think of the body's immune system as a de-
fense mechanism which allows our bodies to fight infections. We assume that our bodies
are born with this innate ability to fight infection. This is true, but it only represents a
part of the body's ability to fight infection. The other part is the body's ability to learn to
fight infections encountered after birth. Did you ever wonder why, for instance, if you
get measles as a child you never get them again? Or why vaccinations prevent you from
getting disease?

Once you are exposed to a certain disease the immune system will do two things.
First, it fights the infection by activating certain infection-fighting cells and then it pro-

The immune cells ... almost succeed in
eradicating [the virus] completely.

duces other cells that are specifically designed to fight that particular infection. Once the
infection has been fought off most of the defending cells are destroyed naturally by the
body. The few cells that remain are called "memory cells." Memory cells will remem-
ber this disease and if the infection appears again these cells will be cloned by the body
to attack what is now a familiar intruder.

This ability of the body to remember infection is often referred to as "immunoknowl-
edge." The body learns how to fight certain infections and it retains this knowledge for
the rest of the person's life. Vaccines do nothing more than teach the body to recognize
an illness by exposing it to small amounts or altered versions of the disease.

The Dual System of Immune Response. The immune system is complex and not
entirely understood. We do know that when a viral intruder enters the body the system
responds on two levels. The first and immediate level of response involves the activation
ofT-cells. This response is called a "cell-mediated" response. It is cell-mediated be-
cause it involves the activation of the existing immune cells. The immune cells mount a
substantial fight against the HIV virus and almost succeed in eradicating it completely.
But the virus persists and slowly continues to multiply in the body.

The second level of response is less direct. After the infection has been in the body
for a certain period of time, the B-cells, another type of immune cells, start producing the
custom-made fighting cells called "antibodies." These antibodies are not existing cells,
but instead are created specifically for this battle. Antibodies are created in response to
the cells's production of certain proteins, called cytokines. This second response is re-
ferred to as an "antibody" response. After an infection almost all active immune cells are
killed and what remains are the "memory" cells discussed earlier.

In summary, the immune system responds to a virus by (a) a cell-mediated response
-- a direct response by existing T-cells; (b) a subsequent production of certain cytokines;
that, (c) in turn, get the B-cells to produce antibodies to fight this infection.

Two weeks to
two months

"Clinical" latency begins (no
symptoms can be seen) CD4
count rises, CDB's maintain
strong resistance to HIV.

B-cells begin to produce anti
bodies: infected person now
begins to test HIV positive.

Between cell-mediated, anti-
body and lymph response

amounts of virus in the blood
drops to almost nothing.

, .- - -
:1)'" ~ c, ,~~~
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In the lymph nodes, however,
the virus continues to repli-
cate. CD4 cell count slowly
declines over the next

several years. 4



During the next
few years ...

HIVdisrupts the immunesys-
tem's communication system.
called the cytokine network.

The malfunction may indirectly
kill CD4's by sending them a

signal to prematurely destroy
themselves.

As the antibody response grows
stronger. it weakens the cell-

ediated immunity. which some con-
ider to be more effective against
HIV. Virus gains the upper hand.

CD4's lose stimulating effect
onCD8's. further weakening
the cell-mediated immunity.

HIVgains more strength.

HIVbegins its escape from the
lymph nodes. increasing the num-
ber of infected cells circulating
inthe blood. The virus also at-

tacks macrophages. gut and
brain cells.5

While the names of these cells are important scientifically it is equally important not
to be discouraged by the technicality of terms. We could just as easily refer to these cells
as red and green cells or X and Y responses. The importance of the cells is in how they
function. And in truth all the specifics of how these cells work are not entirely under-
stood by scientists.

Memory Cells. Memory cells then are critical in the defense process of the immune
system. In essence, they store all the battle plans for fighting infections. There are some
scientific studies that suggest that HIV may preferentially infect active cells. Among the
active cells are the memory cells. So, what happens when a memory cell is infected? No
one knows for sure. There is speculation that what happens is not the destruction of the
cell but rather the scrambling of the memory instructions. So that when new diseases are
presented to the body the cells that normally would be there to fight the disease are con-
fused and react in a way that is harmful rather than helpful. Perhaps, too, these cells be-
come overstimulated, reacting at an inappropriate time.

We now know that the damage to the cells.
may occur much earlier ...

We now know that the damage to the cells that we normally associate with the symp-
toms of illness may occur much earlier, at a time which up to now has been labeled a la-
tency period. Studies have shown that the virus is not dormant as previously thought,
but instead is infecting and damaging cells, especially in the lymph system. Simply said,
even when we feel well and no obvious illness is present damage to the immune system
may be on-going. In the case of memory cells this damage will show up in the way they
react the next time they are asked to fight an infection.

The Shift in Fighting Forces. Because memory cells are B-cells, many scientists
are guessing that much ofthe damage in the immune system occurs after the body shifts
from the T-cell fighting force to the B-cell fighting force. This shift can be detected
when the cells start producing different cytokines. When the body first starts to respond
to an HIV infection the cells produce the cytokines, interleukin-2 and gamma interferon.
As the shift in forces occurs the cells then start producing interleukin-4, -5 and -10 and
there is an increase in antibody production. This makes sense if you realize that it is at
this point the body starts relying on the defense system that is confused. After the shift
occurs there is chaos: the cells are fighting the wrong cells, abnormal cytokines are pro-
duced, there is overproduction of antibodies, and apoptosis (a response where the cell
dies also known as programmed cell death). Another thing that scientists are discovering
is that these two cell systems cross-regulate. Cross -regulation means that the activation
of one system of fighting cells causes the other system to be less active and vice versa ..



Late-stage disease, 8 to
10 years after infection

Does this model then explain some the difficulties of the old model? Not com-
pletely, but some of the problems may at least in part be explained. We now know that
even though only a small percentage of the blood cells are infected (a) HIV is present in
the lymph system; and (b) it may be that the blood cells that are infected are some of the
most important cells for maintaining a properly functioning immune system.

If the virus does not completely destroy the infected blood cell why are we concerned
with the decline of CD4's? CD4 decline has often been questioned as a proper marker
for disease progression. And although in some sense it does appear to correlate roughly
with a person's physical state, it may be that CD4 decline may be more of an indirect re-
sult of disease progression. In other words, it may be that the damage to the immune
system is already in place before significant CD4 decline occurs. This could account for
people with higher CD4 counts who get sick. Even though these people have CD4's the
cells are not functioning properly. What about people who are repeatedly exposed and
never seroconvert? The nature of the body's initial immune response (the cell mediated
response or that first force of fighting cells) is genetically conferred. Some people may
have very strong initial responses, others may have weaker ones. Some scientists specu-
late that some persons are more genetically suited to fight the disease and/or may have
been infected with a weaker more attenuated viral strain. In these cases it may be possi-
ble that the virus could have been successfully defeated by their immune systems.

Implications for Research and Treatment. What does this signify for possible re-
search and treatment? For one thing if this model turns out to be true, it will shift the
emphasis from wanting to boost the body's antibody response to trying to boost the cell-
mediated response. The underlying question is whether the body can maintain the virus
in check if scientists are able to harness and encourage the cell- mediated response?
And if they can do this, how long can such a balance be maintained?

Also, there is now an intense interest developing in cytokines. Can we determine
their functions? Can cytokines be manipulated? As many of you know scientists are
currently studying the use of cytokines in AIDS treatment. Interleukin-2 has been tried
and its proper use is being determined. Also, the National Institute of Health has re-
cently announced the discovery that in the test tube interleukin-12 may restore proper
immune function to white blood cells. These developments, although technical, are very
exciting in that they deal directly with most basic function of cells and HIV.

Finally, it has become increasingly clear that there is a need to study both long term
survivors and those persons who apparently are able to fight off the virus. The immune
system ofthese people may provide a model for scientists to try to emulate in their ef-
forts to correct the errors introduced by HIV.

L. Joel Martinez

Rapid viral replication may lead
HIV to mutate into a much more

powerful strain. called a syn-
citium inducing strain because it
can kill uninfected CD4's by dis-
solving their cell membranes and
causing them to clump together

in a "syncitium." CD4 counts
plummet abruptly.

Early signs of disease
progression develop.

Lymph nodes collapse and the
immune system loses the abil-

ity to regenerate itself.

Advanced HIV disease or
AIDS develops: opportunis-

tic infections occur.
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Use of ALT in patients with a recent
exposure to HIV
Drugs provided

This trial studies the effects of using ALT very early in the AIDS disease process. Participants must be exposed to HIV but not yet showing antibodies. In other word

Primary HIV Infection

Antiretroviral

Not
Specified

50 - 350

DATRI-002 p24 Ag positive, and HIV negative or
indeterminate

N

U-87 AZT combined with U-87 or placebo Symptomatic but without current acute illness A

Anti retrovi ral

An new non-nucleoside analog that shows great results at very low doses. This drug works with a different mechanism than AZT, ddC and ddl.

No acute illness100 - 300 3TC 3TC+ALT vs. AZT +ddC
Drugs provided

Immune Modulator

An anti viral drug that shows great promise preliminarily. This trial tests it in combination with ALT. Preliminary studies show this drug to be effective against strain!,

200 -400

Antiretroviral

T-cells mature in the thymus gland.

200 -500

Thymopentin AZT, or ddl, or AZT +ddl, or ALT +ddC Asymptomatic fJ
combined with Thymopentin or with 11
placebo (antiretrovirals not provided) e

This drug is a thymic hormone that is being tested to see if the progression to AIDS can be slowed with the addition of this thymic

AZT/ddl Dimer No active opportunistic infections, malignancies, fJ
OPEN LABEL or ARC 'II
Drugs provided

This is AZT and ddl together in thesam.;;.e..;;ca=.ps;;.;u;;;.le;;.;._T..;.;h..;.;e:...J;..pu:;;rp=oseof this trial is to determine if taking these two drugs in controlled amounts, at the exact same time C,!

IVX-E-59

Antiretroviral 200 - 500 Nevirapine Nevirapine+ALT vs. Nevirapine+placebo Asymptomatic I-
with a sub-study of Nevirapine alone vs. n
placebo
Drugs provided

This drug is another non-nucleoside analog (i.e. it works differently than AZT, ddl and ddC). It was one of the three drugs that was used in the attempt to produce ~

Immune Modulator 400 -700 Ranitidine Ranitidine
OPEN LABEL
Drugs provided

Asymptomatic (generalized lymphadenopathy
permitted)

This drug is an immune modulator, which means that it works by trying to affect the body's immune response. The goal is to see what effect this drug has on a pe~

Topical Herpes
Treatment

Not
Specified

HPMPC Positive mucocutaneous herpes cultures
resistant to at least 10 days of Acyclovir therapy

Topical HPMPC vs. placebo
Drugs provided

This drug is for the treatment of herpes. It is topical, which means that it is administered by placing it directly on the skin (i.e. on the herpes lesions).

Ano-genital Herpes
Suppression

BW256U87 vs. Acyclovir for herpes Confirmed history of recurrent genital herpes with
suppression at least 1 documented outbreak in the last 5
Drugs provided years

A new drug developed by Burroughs Wellcome for treating herpes. In this trial it is being compared to the standard treatment which is Acyclovir. This is a test to s~

100 or
higher

BW256U87

2 or more recurrent ano-genital herpes outbreaks
within previous 6 months IORI patients on
suppressive Acyclovir therapy may enroll if
Acyclovir is discontinued

A similar stUdy to the one described immediately above, except that this trial tests the effectiveness of the dru after the herpes outbreak has occurred. Also,

Active Ano-genital
Herpes Treatment

Toxoplasmosis
Prophylaxis

Not
Specified

200 or
higher

BW256U87 BW256U87 vs. Acyclovir for treating
active herpes outbreaks
Drugs provided i

mp,!

Pyrimethamine Use of high and low dose pyrimethamine Positive toxoplasmosis serology with no history
for preventing toxoplasmosis of toxoplasmosis infection
Drug provided No acute HIV illness

In this study, however, it is being tested to see if it can prevent itoxoplasmosis in people who have b.!:This drug is one of the standard treatments for toxoplasmosis.

Ano-genital Warts
(condyloma)
Treatment

200 or
higher

Topical HPMPC Use of 2 different strengths of topical
HPMPC for treatment of external
ano-genital warts

Presence of external ana-genital warts with
diagnosis confirmed by biopsy
Warts present for less than one year

This is a topical application of this very promising drug (meaning that it is applied to the skin on the affected area_...:),-' _

Observational
Database Project

Not
Specified

N/A Monitor the progress of HIV infected Any
individuals in the U.S. and Canada and
collect information in a confidential
database

It is an effort to follow HIV/AIDS patients throughout the course of their disease. It is being done nationwide anThis study is being done in conjunction with AmFAR.



K RESEARCH STUDIES CURRENTLY ENROLLING

None - No chronic treatment with myelosupressive therapy
- No pregnant or lactating women

Dr Joseph Gathe Jr
Dorothy Bartley, R.N.,
HCRN 520-2031

s At least 3 months of AZT experience required

, other words, this study is looking for persons with very recent exp:.,.o_s_u_re_. _

- No other non-nudeoside analog antiretrovirals or
potease inhibitors

- No AZT intolerance

Dr Joseph Gathe Jr
Keith Jackson, R.N.,
527-5410

At least 24 weeks of AZT experience required
t--1--------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------

1 Dr Wayne Bockmon
Clay Adam, R.N.,
HCRN 520-2030

~ns of HIV that are AZT resistant. It also appears to be less toxic and have fewer side effects than other antivirals.:..- _

At least 6 months AZT experience
If on ddl or ddC, must have at least 4 weeks
experience with either

,f this thymic element.

cies, All antiretroviral treatment must be stopped for 3
weeks

Ime time can make a difference in their e effectiveness.

A minimum of 4 months and maximum of 24
months AZT experience

- No antiretroviral experience other than AZT
- No AZT intolerance

- No other antiretrovirals or investigational drugs
without a 30-day washout period

- No AZT intolerance

- For some medications a 30 - 90 day washout
period is required
(this includes some antiretrovirals other than AZT)

Dr Roderick Frazjer
Dorothy Bartley, R.N.,
HCRN 520-2031

Dr. Joseph Gathe Jr
Clay Adam, R.N.
HCRN 520-2030

Dr Joseph Gathe Jr
Susan McKusker, R.N.
HCRN 520-2017

hy

produce the convergent/combination therapy that made headlines...;.la;;;.s""t..•.y..;;.ea.;;.;r...;.. _

No antiretroviral therapy for 60 days prior to study
enrollment

s on a person's T-cells.

AZT, ddl, ddC, and d4T therapies are allowed

None specified

~ test to see if the drug will prevent herpes outbreaks.

reaks Suppressive Acydovir must be discontinued prior to
study entry

~Iso, c'rparing it to Acyclovir.

story Bactrim/Septra are not allowed while on study
Other drugs with anti-toxoplasmosis activity are not
allowed

~o have been exposed to the organism that causes it.

h d4T and 3TC are allowed, but no other
investigational drugs may be taken while on study
Immunomodulators and corticosteroids require 28
day washout

Any

ationwide and could have an important impact in patient care.

- No prior AIDS events (other than
lymphadenopathy)

- For some medications a 30 - 90 day washout
period is required

- No concurrent anti-herpes treatment

- No intolerance to Acyclovir
- No concurrent anti-herpes treatment

- No intolerance to Acyclovir
- No concurrent anti-herpes therapy

- No pregnant females
- No diagnosis of malabsorption

- No treatment for ano-genital warts within previous 4
weeks

- No active herpes or other skin wounds or
inflammation in the same area as the warts

None

Dr, Joseph Gathe Jr
Clay Adam, R.N.
HCRN 520-2030

Dr Joseph Gathe Jr
Barbara Burkhardt
HCRN 520-2029

Dr Wayne Bockmon
Barbara Burkhardt
HCRN 520-2029

Dr Wayne Bockmon
Barbara Burkhardt
HCRN 520-2029

Dr, Wayne Bockmon
Susan McKusker, R.N.
HCRN 520-2017

Dr Brad Bowden
Susan McKusker, R.N.
HCRN 520-2017

~
Jimi Dunn
HCRN 520-2015



THE USE OF

PREDNISONE
IN THE TREATMENT OF AIDS

Even though doctors cannot yet reverse the
profound depletion of immune functions of late
stage my disease, we have become fairly adept at
recognizing and treating some of the other changes
that occur. One phenomenon that occurs late in
the course of mv disease is a loss of production of
one's own cortisol. Cortisol and related proteins
are secreted by the adrenal glands and regulate
protein, glucose and lipid me-
tabolism as well as playing a
role in electrolyte distribution
and the inflammatory re-
sponse. A deficiency of corti-
sol is characterized by
weakness, fatigueability, ano-
rexia, nausea, weight loss, and
low blood pressure. These are,
of course, common symptoms
of late stage my disease, and
in many patients it is cortisol
deficiency that is the underly-
ing problem.

loss of appetite, abdominal pain and diarrhea. Peo-
ple with adrenocortical deficiency also will mani-
fest a personality change with excessive irritability
and restlessness. On laboratory testing, one may
see low sodium and chloride levels and increased
potassium. A common physical finding is low
blood pressure with levels of 100/80 or lower being
routine. All of these findings are specific to other

problems, but taken as a whole
may suggest underlying corti-
sol deficiency. It is possible to
test for cortisol levels, but
many my care providers have
the habit of simply treating
when the condition is
suspected.

The actual cause of the
adrenocortical deficiency of my disease is proba-
bly attributable to any of several common compli-
cations. Opportunistic infections such as
tuberculosis, histoplasmosis, coccidiomycosis,
CMV and MAl have a particular proclivity for in-
vasion and destruction of the adrenal glands. An-
other common cause of adrenocortical loss is an
autoimmune destruction of the gland, meaning the
body mistakenly invades itself as if it were a for-
eign substance. This, too, is fairly common in my
disease.

A physician may become suspicious that his or
her patient is deficient in cortisol production when
that patient complains of generalized weakness,

9

Treatment consists of
daily oral dosing of various
cortisone derivatives. Predni-
sone in doses of 7.5 to 15 mil-
ligrams daily or Cortene in
dosages of 25 to 50 milligrams
are commonly prescribed. At

times of physical stress such as during an active
opportunistic illness, cancer or surgery, the dos-
ages may need to be increased. One must exercise
extreme caution in dosing these drugs because ex-
cess cortisol replacement is immunosuppressive
and can predispose to an even wider variety of in-
fections than normally seen with my disease.

Cortisol replacement in late stage my disease
does not correct the underlying immunosuppres-
sion, but it can improve the general well being and
vigor of someone who is otherwise fairly fragile.

Wayne Bockmon, M.D.



What Exactly
,

IS a
Community Based

Organization?

11 'community based" organization IS:

non-profit

tax exempt

designed to serve a need of the community

gUidedby the community's advice and support

responsive to the changingneeds of the community

dependent on the support and cooperation of the community

Houston Clinical Research Network (HCRN) is a non-profit. tax exempt

organization whose primary goal is to serve the need for sound clinical HIV/AIDS

research in the Houston and surrounding areas. We maintain close contact with

the HIV/AIDS community. its friends and advocates by sponsoring quarterly

community forums in which the community is encouraged to give us comments

and advice with respect to our work. We maintain close contact with local

physicians and whenever possible enlist them to become investigators in clinical

trials. You can help by offering advice. contributing financially or volunteering.

To us, research IS the greatest hope.
)



WHATIS

What does this have to do
with AIDS? It is a common
misconception that all genetic
diseases are inherited. This is
not the case. Certain cancers, for
instance, start with genetic muta-
tions that occur after birth.
AIDS, in a very basic sense also,
originates from genetic mutation.
my must enter the human cell
and insert itself into the DNA in
order to survive and multiply.
Once my is integrated, the cell
then becomes a factory for the
production of virus and eventu-
ally the host cell dies.

GENE THERAPY?
On the Edge. One of the

most exciting and promising ar-
eas of AIDS research is the field
of gene therapy. While gene
therapy may sound like some fu-
turistic fantasy or something
from a Steven Spielberg film, in
fact, there are over thirty proto-
cols in the United States that are
currently investigating the use of
gene therapy. Not all these pro-
tocols involve AIDS. However,
it is likely that general advances
in the area of gene therapy will
result in advances in the treat-
ment of AIDS.

This is the first in a series of
articles discussing the latest ad-
vances in AIDS research. The
information that follows is fairly
basic. If you wish to get more
detailed information please con-
tact Houston Clinical Research
Network and we can direct to
you to the appropriate resources.

What is the function of
genes? Speaking of Spielberg,
if you saw the movie "Jurassic
Park" you are probably now fa-
miliar with one of the most basic
tenets of genetics. In the movie
the scientists were able to recre-
ate dinosaurs using the dinosaur
blood stored in the body of a fos-
silized mosquito. Why was this
possible? Because every cell of a
dinosaur has the entire blueprint
for creating that dinosaur. So
from a single dinosaur blood cell
they were able to create a whole
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dinosaur. Cloning of living ani-
mals is far in the future. Still,
the basic premise that DNA con-
tains all the instructions for the
creation and maintaining of life
is a fact.

Human cells are no differ-
ent. Every human cell contains
vast amounts of information and
instructions involved in the re-
production and survival of hu-
man beings. These instructions
are contained in what is referred
to as deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA). The DNA, in turn, is
made up of thousands of genes
that are arranged in the now fa-
miliar double strand helix. Each
gene controls a different function
and together these genes control
the structure, function and repro-
duction of cells. DNA can be
thought of as the master plan of
living things.

What is gene therapy?
Sometimes disease is caused by a
mutation or alteration of genes.
This mutation can cause the
wrong instructions to be given
and result in a certain disease or
undesirable condition. Gene
therapy is an emerging branch of
molecular biology that attempts
to treat conditions and diseases
that are caused by such muta-
tions of genes by correcting these
errors or intervening in some
other fashion.

How does gene therapy
hope to affect AIDS? It is best
to think of my as a part of a
puzzle floating around the body
looking for a place to fit in. Nor-
mally a cell gets infected when
the virus fits itself neatly into the
cell's DNA. This is what hap-
pens when we say a cell is "in-
fected by HfV." The hope of
genetic engineering, in simple
terms, is to disrupt that fit. In
other words, scientists hope to al-
ter the process of virus integra-
tion or even alter the virus itself
in order to interrupt the process
of viral infection.

The role of vectors. The
first question, of course, is how
do you insert these beneficial and
altering genes? Scientist have
devised an answer that is both



clever and ironic. If a virus can
insert itself into a cell and cause
disease, why not use a virus to
insert a beneficial gene and cause
a cure or a disruption of the dis-
ease process? The virus used to
insert the altering and beneficial
gene is usually a disabled virus
that cannot reproduce but can
still insert the necessary gene
into the cell. This disabled virus
is generally referred to as a "vec-
tor." Different types of vectors
are currently being used to treat
other diseases and it is hoped
that these and newer vectors can
be developed to treat AIDS.

How is gene therapy cur-
rently being used? An example
of how gene therapy is currently
being used is the case of a dis-
ease called Severe Combined Im-
munodeficiency Disease (SCID).
SCID is very much like AIDS in
that it causes severe immune
suppression. However, it is dif-
ferent from AIDS in that it is not
caused by a virus, but rather by
the body's lack of the adenosine
deaminase (ADA) gene. In this
case scientists remove some of
the patient's t-cells, correct them
for the ADA gene deficiency and
reinsert the corrected genes. The
results, though far from conclu-
sive, have been encouraging.

In the AIDS field there are
several on-going investigations.
Viagene, a San Diego based bio-
technology company is develop-
ing a gene therapy that is
intended to elicit an immune re-
sponse similar to the response
expected from a gp160 therapeu-
tic vaccine. The Fred Hutchin-
son Cancer Center in Seattle is
working on a project to treat HIV
patients suffering from lym-
phoma by performing bone mar-
row transplants and inserting
gene modified blood cells that
are involved in fighting infec-
tions. Hybridon, a Massachu-
setts biotechnology company is
working on what is referred to as
an "anti-sense" drug that is
hoped will block the production
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of certain proteins thereby
blocking the replication of HIV.
Other AIDS protocols involving
gene therapy exist and new ones
are expected soon.

What are the potential
problems? Any time you deal
with genes, of course, you are
dealing with the basic mechanics
of living things. Theoretically,
altered genes might produce fur-

ther complications or new dis-
eases or might mutate once in
the body thereby causing new
problems. Also, because vectors
are sometimes disabled viruses,
it is feared that these viruses
themselves could activate and
cause further complications. So
far these concerns have not been
a problem in the human studies.

Another potential problem
concerns the nature of AIDS and
HIV. Because HIV is so widely
disseminated in the body when a
person has AIDS, infiltrating not
only the blood but the lymphatic
system and tissues (in other
words HIV is practically every-
where in the body), it is feared
that it will be impossible to get
altered genetic material to all af-
fected parts.

There is, also, the political
issue. Many people fear that al-
tering genes is inherently im-
moral. That, in essence,
scientists are playing God. This

may be the greatest obstacle
since it is a response filled with
emotion and irrationality. In this
respect it is important to distin-
guish between manipulation of
genes that will affect reproduc-
tion and manipulation of genes
that only function after birth.
What is being attempted with
gene therapy is not the creation
of a super human or an altered
race, it is more like having an
organ transplant -- simply, it is
fixing something that needs
fixing.

Finally, there is the issue of
money. At present the cost of
gene therapy is exorbitant.
Some scientists estimate that it
would cost up to $200,000 per
patient for treatment. But, as
with most advancements, with
time costs decrease and become
more realistic.

After many years of hearing
about new treatments for AIDS,
it is easy to be skeptical about
new approaches, especially
when they seem to rely on such
complex science. But the truth
of the matter is that even though
AIDS research has progressed, in
large part it has been a hit or
miss proposition where new
compounds are tried and then
discarded. This method has been
successful in part but not en-
tirely. Gene therapy strikes at
the very heart and mechanics of
the disease. Hopefully, this mo-
lecular approach will provide, if
not the answer, at least a signifi-
cant advance.

L. Joel Martinez
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PATIENTDRUG ASSISTANCEPROGRAMS
SPONSOREDBYPHARMACEUnCALCOMPAN~S

Some pharmaceutical companies offer programs to help physicians find a source of pay-
ment for their patients' prescription drugs, or provide them free to individuals who cannot pay.
The programs outlined below have varying eligibility requirements and methods for providing as-
sistance. In most cases it is necessary for the treating physician to contact the appropriate pro-
gram and provide information about the individual's financial status and prescription drug needs.

:II":·N.!:::::::: ::::::::::::!!I.~::::)::::t::r::::::::::::::::::::::.::::EIIi!r::liI.~:::·r:::::::::::.:·.:::::::::::::::::·::::::I!~!p~9!m::::::·:::
Acyclovir Herpes simplex, Burroughs WeUcome Co. 800-722-9294
(Zovirax) herpes zoster HIV Patient Assistance Program

Alpha
Interferon-2A,
recombinant
(Roferon-A)

Kaposi's sarcoma
(>200 T-helper cells);
anogenital neoplasms

Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc.
Oncoline (reimbursement assistance 800-443-6676
and literature search)
Cost Assistance Program 800-443-6676
Indigent Patient Program 800-526-6367

Alpha
Interferon-2B,
recombinant
(Intron A)

Kaposi's sarcoma
(>200 T-helper cells);
anogenital neoplasms

Schering-Plough Corp. 800-521-7157
Commitment to Care

Atovaquone
(Mepron, 566)

Burroughs WeUcome Co. 800-722-9294
HIV Patient Assistance Program

Pneumocystis Carinii
Pneumonia (PCP)

AZT HIV Infection Burroughs WeUcome Co. 800-722-0204
[zidovudine] HIV Patient Assistance Program
(Retrovir)

Clarithromycin Micobacterium Avium Abbott Laboratories 800-688-9118
(Biaxin) Complex (MAC/MAl) Physician calls only

ddC HIV infection Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. 800-443-6676
[dideoxycytidine] Oncoline (reimbursement assistance)
(HIVID)

ddl [didanosine] HIV infection Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. 800-788-0123
(Videx) Videx Temporary Assistance

Programs

Dronabinol HIV-related wasting Roxane Laboratories 800-274-8651
(Marinol) syndrome Patient Assistance Program

EPO AZT-related anemia Ortho Biotech
[erythropoietin] Procrit Line (verifies insurance 800-553-3851
(Procrit) coverage and assists with forms)

Cost-SharingProgram 800-441-1366
(reimbursements after $8,500)
Financial Assistance (indigents) 800-447-3437

Fluconazole Fungal infections Pfizer Inc. 800-869-9979
(Diflucan) (cryptococcal Diflucan Patient Assistance Program

meningitis, esophageal
candidiasis, etc.)
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Foscamet CMV disease, Astra Phannaceuticals 800-488-3247
(Foscavir) acyclovir-resistant Foscavir Assistance and Information

herpes simplex on Reimbursement

Ganciclovir CMVdisease Syntex Corporation 800-444-4200
(Cytovene) Provisional Assistance Programs

G-CSF AZT -related Amgen, Inc. 800-272-9376
[granulocyte- neutropenia Insured and non-insured patients may
colony apply
stimulating
factor]
(Neupogen)

GM-CSF AZT -related Immunex Corporation 800-334-6273
[granulocyte neutropenia Physician calls only
macrophage-
colony
stimulating
factor]
(Leukine)

Itraconazole Histoplasmosis Janssen Phannaceutical 800-544-2987
(Sporanox) Patient Assistance Program

Liposomal Advance Kaposi's Vestar, Inc. 800-247-3303
Daunorubicin sarcoma Limited Patient Assistance Program Janet
(DaunoXome) for those failing other cytotoxic Brennan

treatments

Pentamidine, Pneumocystis Carinii Fujisawa Phannaceuticals 800-366-6323
aerosolized Pneumonia (PCP) Reimbursement service
(NebuPent) prevention Free drug for indigent patients:

available to no-for-profit community
health groups and clinics only

Pyrimethamine Toxoplasmosis Burroughs Wellcome Co. 800-722-9294
(Daraprim) HIV Patient-assistance Program

Rifabutin Mycobacterium Avium Adria Laboratories 800-795-9759
(Mycobutin) Complex (MAC) Physician calls only

Trimethoprim- Pneumocystis Carinii Burroughs Wellcome Co. 800-722-9294
sulfa- Pneumonia (PCP) HIV Patient Assistance Program
methoxazole prevention (Septra)
(TMP-SMX= acute PCP infection
Bactrim, Septra Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. 800-443-6676
and generics) Physician calls only (Bactrim)



NEWS &
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HCRN is pleased to have nominated Tori Williams for a National AIDS Caregiver
Recognition Award. This award is sponsored by the Family AIDS Network. Tori has
been a friend of HCRN and because of her dedication to persons with AIDS we think she is
deserving of this recognition.

HCRN recently completed a protocol testing the reliability of CD4 counts. Results
are due soon and an abstract discussing the study and our conclusions will be submitted to
the AIDS conference in Yokohama, Japan this August.

HCRN director, Chris Jimmerson was nominated to the National Task Force on
AIDS Drug Development. His nomination received wide support, but unfortunately, it
did not result in an appointment. HCRN plans to emphasize to the members of the task force
that Houston is an ideal site for research and drug study development.

The National Library of Medicine recently announced that it will provide unlimited free
access to its AIDS-related electronic data bases. The library's four AIDS-related data bases
are Aidsline, which lists more than 90,000 references to journal articles, books and confer-
ence abstracts, Aidsdrugs, a dictionary of licensed anti- HIV drugs and experimental
chemical and biological agents against the virus that are being evaluated in clinical trials;
Aidstrials, which contains up-to-date information about more than 500 clinical trials; and
Dirline, which lists more than 2,300 organizations and services that provide information.

3TC, a nucleoside analog, is now available on an open-label basis, meaning patients
can be assured of receiving the drug and not a placebo. The study is being conducted by
Wayne Bockmon, M.D. Call 713/520-5537 for more information.

Rockefeller University scientists are reporting the successful use of a blood test that
measures messenger RNA (mRNA) in HIV. The test appears to be more reliable as an
indicator of disease progression than the current CD4 marker. The research is preliminary
but if proved valid in a larger patient population could be extremely useful in clinical work.

Persons interested in submitting articles, creative writing or cover art for future
issues of this. newsletter are encouraged to do so by contacting Joel Martinez at
713/520-2012.
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-HIV RESEARCHIN-
--HOUSTON--

Learn about the research being done
and possible research to come ...

Speak your mind on research issues ...

Give us your input on what we can do
to better service the community ...

Attend the HCRN
Community Forum

Thursday, March 31
7:00pm to 9:00 pm

Fellowship Hall
Bering Memorial United Methodist Church

1440 Harold Sf.



Here's
Bored? On disability? Wanting to make a
contribution that is meaningful but not too
stressful? HCRN needs your helpl

Let's face it, AIDS has reached global
proportions. But not everyone can cruise
to Yokohama to attend the next AIDS
conference; or work tirelessly like Mother
Teresa. 'Some contributions are smaller
but just as important.

to help

your
chance

HCRN is in need of volunteers to staff our front
desk. You'll be asked to answer phones, draft
letters and memos and do filing. We'd prefer
someone with word processing experience.

You'll be working with a great staff that works hard
and has a passion for their work. To us, research
;s the greatest hope .

. 'Contact:

Brian Bell 713/520-2013
or

Joel Martinez
713/520-2012

HCRN is also looking for volunteers
to help prepare and publish our

newsletters.

If you're interested in research and
writing or if you have desktop

publishing skills, we can use your
help. If you speak Spanish and are a
capable technical translator we need

your services.
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